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protel Business Intelligence: Web-based management tool

protel Business Intelligence (protel BI) is a web-based management tool to support strategic business planning for individual hotels or hotel chains using protel SPE or MPE. The tool analyses current and historical statistics and provides detailed information on those factors influencing your business. protel BI offers you the knowledge you need to empower strategic decision making.

To influence tomorrow’s numbers, you need sound knowledge of today’s and yesterday’s - and a tool which clearly structures the abundance of data in a readily understandable format.

protel Business Intelligence (protel BI) retrieves all data on your business transactions directly from your protel hotel management system. The tool analyses both current and historical data, which, viewed separately, have little informative value, and generates a comprehensive system of interdependent and complementing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

protel BI integrates and compiles the data and facts of your business and visualises interrelations and dependencies, for instance, in form of pivot tables, charts and scorecards.

Retrospect and prognosis: protel Business Intelligence always keeps you comprehensively informed.
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From retroactive reports to proactive strategies

The hotel’s daily routines generate a vast amount of data. The well-tried protel Reporting gathers, structurs, and manages this data. It documents the present situation and thereby supports the operational business.

A decision on far-reaching strategic targets requires in-depth analysis: Only a detailed analysis of KPIs and a constant comparison of current state and target state allow you to draw a conclusion about the sustainability of certain measures for instance. The faster and more compiled information on the business performance is provided, the more reliable they are for your corporate management.

protel Business Intelligence displays interdependencies between information on reservations, revenues, room nights, RevPAR, customer types, reservation variables, marketing segmentations and so on. Critical information is displayed in clearly structured tables and/or comprehensible graphs:

Business planning with statistics and forecasts:
protel Business Intelligence gives you a clear overview of the entire financial and statistical information of your business, ready for your evaluation.

protel Business Intelligence allow your statistics to speak for themselves

protel Business Intelligence structures and categorises your data in such a way that later references, relationships and connections can be established. Critical information, retrospects and prognosis are presented in comprehensible graphs and serve as a basis for decision-making.
protel Business Intelligence turns figures into information

Historical evaluation and prognoses in one report

Reports for single hotels or for a group of hotels
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Pickup comparison

Fig. right:
Complex dashboards can be created in Excel
Fig. right:
Revenue comparison for two houses in regard to guests’ country of origin
Maximum data networking and penetration of data, displayed respectively in a pivot table or a graph
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Quarter analysis revenue generation (by Source Code)
protel BI: An overview of the most important features

- protel BI runs with the modules protel Front Office (incl. accounts receivable management), protel Sales & Marketing (incl. Master Profile and task evaluation) and protel Banquet.
- protel BI is based on data warehousing technologies and uses an OLAP data cube, which allows multidimensional data evaluation.
- protel BI is an easy to use tool, to compare and analyse data to answer complex questions such as “How many rooms nights for May 2010 were booked in February 2010?” and “How many room nights for May 2009 were booked in February 2009?”
- Figures can be sliced and diced in order to obtain the most significant view.
- Freely configurable multidimensional analysis models allow in-depth studies of your data down to the lowest data layer (drill-down data analysis).
- All data can be evaluated in relation to any existing criteria to gain extensive and significant results.
- Analysis models show retrospects and prognoses in one report.
- Multi-dimensional graphs can be created for every analysis model.
- Analysis models can be displayed as graphs, pivot tables or both.
- For MPE installations, evaluations can be generated simultaneously for every hotel and for any other desired dimension.
- BI data cubes can either be created per hotel or for a cluster of MPE hotels.
- The data will be displayed in a web application (web based GUI through Office Web Components).
- The integration of Excel allows dynamic spread sheets (dashboards).
- Data will automatically be entered once a day after each end-of-day process.
- The data can also be updated manually at any time.
- The user can freely define the multi-dimensional analysis models. There are over 260 “measures” available (revenue, room nights, stay, KPIs etc.) and over 170 “dimensions” (customer types, reservation variables, market segment etc.)
Requirements

- protel SPE or MPE with SQL
- License “Business Intelligence”

Service and Support

Please contact our sales team and learn more about your personal advantages by using protel Business Intelligence.

We will be happy to provide you with detailed user manuals in German and English, should you decide to employ protel BI in your hotel.

- Online user trainings via Netviewer are available upon request. For more information please contact your local protel dealer.

protel Add-ons

- Interested in further details? Then, please also visit our website to find more useful extensions, add-ons and hotel-apps to support your daily business.

Contact

Talk to us if you have questions or require additional information! We’re happy to advise you!

protel hotelsoftware GmbH
Europaplatz 8
44269 Dortmund
Germany
T: +49 231 915 93 0
F: +49 231 915 93 999
info@protel.net
www.protel.net